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This paper investigates the evolution ability of Tierra-based
Asynchronous Genetic Programming (TAGP) as GP using
an asynchronous evaluation. We compare TAGP with two
simple GP methods, steady-state GP and GP using (µ + λ)selection as GP using a synchronous evaluation. Three GP
methods are compared in experiment to minimize the size
of an actual assembly language program in several computational problems, two arithmetic and two boolean problems.
The intensive comparisons have revealed the following implications: (1) TAGP has higher evolution ability than GP using
synchronous evaluation, i.e., TAGP can evolve smaller size
programs which cannot be evolved by GPs using synchronous
evaluation; and (2) the diversity of the programs evolved by
TAGP can derive a high evolution ability in comparison with
GP using synchronous evaluation.

Introduction
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) like Genetic Algorithm
(GA) (Goldberg, 1989) and Genetic Programming
(GP) (Koza, 1992) requires the appropriate diversity
of a population to evolve solutions efficiently. As approaches to such diversity, the conventional EAs focused on
the genetic operators or selection strategies. For example,
the adaptive parameter setting methods have been proposed
to control a probability of the genetic operators depending
on the fitness in the population (Subbu et al., 1998; Yun and
Gen, 2003; Lin and Gen, 2009), or NSGA-II (Deb et al.,
2002) which is well known multi-objective evolutionary
algorithm (MOEA) employs an idea of the crowding
distance which is based on the distance of solutions to
maintain the diversity of solutions. Furthermore, EAs such
as Differential Evolution (DE) (Storn and Price, 1997)
and MOEA/D (Zhang and Li, 2007) which have recently
attracted much attention on have a high evolution ability
by evolving solutions independently, which contributes to
maintaining appropriate diversity of solutions. Such an
independent evolution is based on the asynchronously evaluation approach which evolves solutions asynchronously
unlike the conventional EA approach which is based on the
synchronous evaluation approach which evolves solutions
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synchronously, i.e., solutions are evolved by genetic operators after all individuals are evaluated. One main advantage
of such asynchronous evaluation in EAs is to be able to
derive the diversity of a population without any special
heuristic operation.
This paper aims at verifying the evolution ability of the
asynchronous evaluation on the program evolution. Since
the previous asynchronous approaches such as DE and
MOEA/D cannot be easily applied to the program evolution, this paper employs a novel GP method using the asynchronous evaluation, named as Tierra-based Asynchronous
Genetic Programming (TAGP) (Nonami and Takadama,
2007; Harada et al., 2010, 2011) the previous researches proposed. TAGP is based on the idea of a biological evolution
simulator, Tierra (Ray, 1991) and asynchronously evaluates
and evolves programs. Since TAGP has the same advantage
of the other EAs using asynchronous evaluation such as DE
and MOEA/D, TAGP has a potential of evolving programs
efficiently by maintaining the appropriate diversity of a population. To investigate such as evolution ability of TAGP,
this paper compares TAGP as GP using the asynchronous
evaluation, with two simple GP methods, steady-state GP
(SSGP) (Reynolds, 1993) and GP using (µ + λ)-selection
((µ + λ)-GP) as GP using the synchronous evaluation. The
experiment applies these three GP methods to several computational problems to minimize the size of an actual assembly language program.
In the following section, we firstly explain a biological
evolution simulator, Tierra, which ideas are employed in
TAGP, and explains the algorithm of TAGP. Then we compares TAGP with SSGP and (µ + λ)-GP in several computational problems, and gives its result and detailed analyses.
Next section discusses the difference of three GP methods,
and this paper finally gives conclusions and future works.

Tierra
Tierra (Ray, 1991) proposed by T. S. Ray is a biological evolution simulator, where digital creatures are evolved through
a cycle of a self-reproduction, deletion and genetic operators such as a crossover or a mutation. Digital creatures live
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Tierra-based Asynchronous Genetic
Programming
Overview
The previous researches focus on the feature of Tierra
which can evolve programs, i.e., digital creatures, with asynchronous execution, and have proposed a novel GP based
on Tierra mechanism, named as Tierra-based Asynchronous
Genetic Programming (TAGP) (Nonami and Takadama,
2007; Harada et al., 2010, 2011). To apply Tierra to evolving programs with a given task, the previous research introduces fitness commonly used in EAs to evaluate programs,
and also introduces reproduction and deletion mechanisms
depending on fitness into Tierra. This is because it is impossible to give any purposes to programs in Tierra whose
purpose is only to reproduce themselves.
Fig. 1 shows an image of TAGP. TAGP firstly starts from
a program that completely accomplishes the given task. Programs that consist of a linear structured instructions and
some registers are stored in a limited memory space. Each
program executes a small number of instructions, which is
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Figure 1: An image of TAGP
preconfigured, e.g., three instructions, to simulate a parallel execution. All programs are arranged on reaper queue
that controls lifespan of programs. When an execution of a
program is finished, its fitness is evaluated depending on its
execution result, and the reproduction and the reaper queue
control are asynchronously conducted according to its fitness. When the memory is filled with programs, programs
that are arranged at the upper of the reaper queue are removed from the memory.

Algorithm
TAGP evolves programs through the following selection,
reaper queue control, reproduction, and deletion algorithms.
The algorithm of TAGP is shown in Algorithm 1 where
1, prog.facc and prog.f respectively indicate accumulated
and evaluated fitness, and rand(0, 1) indicates random real
value between 0 to 1. progprev indicates a previously selected program, while eliteprev indicates a previously selected elite program (detailed in below).
Selection and reaper queue control When an execution
of one program is finished, its fitness is evaluated depending on its register value and the evaluated fitness is added to
an accumulated fitness prog.facc (the 1st line in Algorithm
1). Based on prog.facc , whether a program is selected as a
reproduction candidate or not is determined. Let represent
the maximum fitness as fmax , if the accumulated fitness of a
program exceeds fmax , it is selected as a reproduction candidate, and fmax is subtracted from its accumulated fitness
(the 2nd and 3rd lines). While if not, a program is not selected. Depending on this selection condition, a program
that completely accomplishes the given task, i.e., its fitness
is equal to fmax , is invariably selected because the accumulated fitness always exceeds fmax . High fitness programs
have a high potential to be selected because the accumulated
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in a memory space corresponding to the nature land on the
earth, and they are implemented by a linear structured computer program such as the assembly language to reproduce
(copy) themselves to a vacant memory space. CPU time corresponding to energy like actual creatures is given to each
creature, and they execute instructions of a self-reproduction
program within allocated CPU time. Since given CPU time
is shorter for execution time of programs, all programs are
executed in parallel. Lifespan of a program is decided with
a reaper mechanism. All programs are arranged in a queue,
named as reaper queue, and a reproduced program is added
to the end of the reaper queue. While program execution,
a program that can correctly execute its instruction moves
its position in the reaper queue to lower, while one that cannot correctly execute its instruction moves its position to upper. Then, when a memory space is filled, a program that
is at a top of the reaper queue is deleted from the memory. Due to the reaper mechanism, programs that cannot
reproduce themselves within allocated CPU time or include
some incorrect instructions are deleted from the memory,
while creatures that can reproduce themselves propagate in
the memory.
As results of such evolution, Tierra generates, for example, programs, called parasite, that reproduce themselves by
using other program’s instructions, or ones, called hyperparasite, that have immunity to the parasites. Note that this
evolution is not pre-programmed in Tierra but is caused by
emergence (Langton, 1989). As the final stage of Tierra,
programs that have shorter program size or have efficient algorithm are generated, that require less CPU time than an
initial program to reproduce themselves (ATR Evolutionary
Systems Department, 1998).
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fitness frequently exceeds fmax , while low fitness ones are
hard to satisfy this condition.
Then, a position in the reaper queue of a program that satisfies the selection condition becomes lower than the current
one, i.e., its deletion probability decreases (the 4th ∼ 6th
lines), while one that does not satisfies the condition becomes upper, i.e., its deletion probability increases (the
21st ∼ 23rd lines). The move distance is determined by
the move rate represented as Pdown and Pup which are calculated as the following equation based on fitness,
Pdown (f ) =

f
fmax

fmax − f
× Pr , Pup (f ) =
× Pr , (1)
fmax

where Pr is the maximum probability of Pdown and Pdown ,
which is preconfigured. Depending on these equations,
higher fitness programs are arranged on lower position in
the reaper queue, i.e., survive long, while lower ones are arranged on upper, i.e., are easily removed.
Reproduction Programs selected depending on the selection condition become a reproduction candidate. To reproduce better program asynchronously, TAGP only compares
two programs, a currently selected program and a previously selected program described as progprev in Algorithm
1 and better one is selected as a parent. A selected program
generates an offspring with the genetic operator such as a
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crossover and a mutation, and an offspring is reproduced to
a vacant memory space that is larger than its program size
(the 7th ∼ 8th lines). Additionally, the elite preserving strategy (Jong and Alan, 1975) is applied to preserve programs
that can accomplish the given task (the 9th ∼ 16th lines).
If a current program is evaluated as fmax , it is compared
with one that is previously evaluated as fmax represented as
eliteprev in Algorithm 1. Then if the current one is better, it
is reproduced as an elite program without the genetic operators to preserve better program, i.e., generating a copy of the
elite, while if not, it is reproduced with the genetic operators.
TAGP employs four genetic operators, a crossover, a mutation, and an instruction insertion/deletion. The crossover
operator combines a reproduced program with a previously
selected parent. The mutation operator changes one random
instruction in a reproduced program to other random instruction. The insertion operator inserts one random instruction
into a reproduced program, while the deletion operator removes one instruction selected at random in a reproduced
program.
Deletion TAGP conducts two deletion. One is a deletion
based on the reaper queue that is conducted during the reproduction process. If a vacant memory space is not found
when reproducing an offspring, programs that is arranged
upper in the reaper queue are removed until a total vacant
memory space becomes greater than a certain threshold, e.g.,
usually set as 20% of the memory. This deletion remove elder and lower fitness program.
While another deletion is a natural death which is based
on the idea of sugarscape (Epstein and Axtell, 1996). The
natural death applied to programs that do not satisfied the
selection condition according to the 18th ∼ 20th line in
Algorithm 1, where rand(a, 1) indicates random real value
between a(≤ 1) to 1. This deletion removes lower fitness
programs even if the memory is not filled.

Experiment
To validate the evolution ability of TAGP, this paper compares TAGP with two simple GP methods, steady-state GP
(SSGP) (Reynolds, 1993) and GP using (µ + λ)-selection
((µ + λ)-GP), with four computational problems. SSGP and
(µ + λ)-GP are hereinafter collectively called SGPs (synchronous GPs). SSGP selects two parents from the population and generates two offspring, then the worst two programs in the population are replaced with generated offspring. (µ + λ)-GP generates λ offspring from the population consisting of µ programs, and leaves better µ programs
from (µ + λ) programs to next generation, where µ = λ in
this experiment.

Computational problems
This paper applies three GP methods to the following four
computational problems shown in Table 1.
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Algorithm 1 The algorithm of TAGP
1: prog.facc ← prog.facc + prog.f
2: if prog.facc ≥ fmax then
3:
prog.facc ← prog.facc − fmax
4:
repeat
5:
down reaper queue position
6:
until rand(0, 1) < Pdown (prog.f )
7:
reproduce better program of prog and progprev with
genetic operators
8:
progprev ← prog
9:
if prog.f = fmax then
10:
if prog is better than eliteprev then
11:
reproduce prog without any genetic operators
12:
else
13:
reproduce prog with genetic operators
14:
end if
15:
eliteprev ← prog
16:
end if
17: else
prog.f
18:
if rand(0, 1) < rand(
, 1) then
fmax
19:
remove prog from memory
20:
end if
21:
repeat
22:
up reaper queue position
23:
until rand(0, 1) > Pup (prog.f )
24: end if
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Table 2: Common parameter settings
Parameter
value
Crossover rate
0.7
Mutation rate
0.1
Insertion rate
0.1
Deletion rate
0.1
Crossover method Two point crossover
fmax
100

Table 1: Computational problems
Problem type
Function
# of training data
Arithmetic1 x4 + x3 + x2 + x
16
Arithmetic2
xy
25
Boolean2
6-multiplexer
64
Boolean2
5bits digital adder
32
Fitness is evaluated as
n

1∑
f itness = fmax −
|yˆi − yi | ,
n i=1

(2)

Parameter settings
Common parameter settings for all three GP methods is
shown in Table 2, ones for only SGPs is shown in Table 3,
and ones for only TAGP is shown in Table 4. Three GP
methods employ the same genetic operators, crossover, mutation, and instruction insertion and deletion, and also employ the same parameters for the crossover, mutation, insertion, and deletion rate. Only one genetic operator is executed with the configured probability for each reproduction.
Crossover method is two point crossover, and the maximum
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Table 4: Parameter settings of TAGP
Parameter
value
Removing threshold 20% of memory
Pr
0.9
Table 5: Memory size of TAGP and population size of SSGP
and (µ + λ)-GP in each problem
Problem type TAGP SSGP (µ + λ)-GP
Arithmetic1
6400
100
100
Arithmetic2
6400
200
50
Boolean1
25600
200
200
Boolean2
6400
50
200
fitness (fmax ) is set as 100. In SGPs, the binary tournament
selection is employed, while the upper execution steps are
restricted to 50,000 and if execution steps exceeds, its fitness
becomes the minimum value. In TAGP, the deletion removes
programs until the total vacant memory exceeds 20% of the
memory size, while Pr is set as 0.9, which is the maximum
probability of Pdown and Pup .
Settings of population size of SGPs and memory size of
TAGP is determined based on pre-experiment. SGPs compare results of 50, 100, and 200, while TAGP compares
results of 6400, 12800, and 25600. Note that since the
maximum program size is configured as 256 instructions,
when the population size is set as 100, a used memory
space of SGPs is equal to the memory size 25600(= 256
(instructions)×100 (individuals)) of TAGP.

Result
The experiment conducts 30 trials for three GP methods, and
we evaluate three GP methods based on a percentage of trials in which a program for each size can be generated in
one hour. Fig. 2 shows the result of a percentage of trials in
which a program for each size can be generated in one hour.
In Fig. 2, the abscissa indicates the program size, while the
ordinate indicates the percentage of trials which can generate a program for each size. The red lines show the result
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where fmax indicates the maximum fitness, n indicates the
number of the training data, yˆi indicates the function value
calculated from the ith training data, while yi indicates the
output of a program in respect to the ith input value. Note
that when comparing the same fitness programs, the program size is firstly compared, and if is also equal to, the
number of executed instructions to calculate all training data
is finally compared.
This paper employs a program written by an actual assembly language embedded on PIC16 micro-controller unit (Microchip Technology Inc., 2007) developed by Microchip
Technology Inc.. This is 12bits word assembly language,
and has 33 simple instructions that consist of add-subtract,
logical, bit, and branch instructions, but not contain a multiplication. One program can use 16 general 32-bits registers,
named as R0 to R15, and one temporary 32-bits register,
named as W , while its size is limited to 256 instructions.
The input value is firstly set from R1 register, and other registers are initialized as 0. Note that since this instruction
set does not include a multiplication instruction, programs
have to combine some instructions and loop structures to
calculate multiplication. Therefore, to calculate both of regression problems, programs have to include loop structures.
Concretely, Arithmetic1 includes three multiplications (x2 ,
x3 , and x4 ), while Arithmetic2 includes double multiplications loop to calculate xy in both initial programs.
The experiment starts from an initial program that can
completely solve the given task, and compares evolution
ability of three GP methods by observing how small program can be obtained in one hour.

Table 3: Parameter settings of SSGP and (µ + λ)-GP
Parameter
value
Selection
Binary tournament
Upper execution steps
50000

TAGP
SSGP
(µ+λ)-GP

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

60 58 56 54 52 50 48 46 44 42 40 38 36 34 32 30
Program size

A percentage of trials program for each size is generated

A percentage of trials program for each size is generated
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TAGP
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(b) Arithmetic2
A percentage of trials program for each size is generated
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1
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Program size
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Figure 2: A percentage of trials in which a program for each size is generated in one hour
of TAGP, the green lines show the result of SSGP, while the
blue lines show the result of (µ + λ)-GP.
From Fig. 2, it is revealed that, in all computational problems, TAGP can generate smaller size programs than both
of SGPs. Mann-Whitney U test is used to compare the generated program size of all GPs in all problems. The level
of significance is set at α = 0.05, and significant differences between TAGP and SGPs are verified. Focusing on
the program size finally generated with each GP, programs
of a certain size are generated with all GPs, concretely 44,
18, and 24 in Arithmetic1, Arithmetic2, and both of boolean
problems respectively. It is, however, hard for SSGP and
(µ + λ)-GP to generate programs that size is smaller than
the size described above. While TAGP can generate such
programs in most trials.
To clarify the reason why TAGP outperforms SGPs, in
the following, we analyze evolution processes observed in
experiments. The evolution processes falls into two main
categories, non-destructive evolution and destructive evolution. Non-destructive evolution means that it does not affect calculation result, i.e., does not decrease fitness of a
program, during evolution process, and is easily achieved.
While destructive evolution means that it is required to decrease fitness of a program or to increase program size during evolution process. Non-destructive evolution also falls
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into two categories, single-step and multi-step, the former
means that it completes only single genetic operation, while
the later means that it requires two or more genetic operations to complete its evolution process. Note that all destructive evolution is multi-step because it requires two or more
genetic operations. The following sections describe details
of these evolutions.
Single-step non-destructive evolution Single-step nondestructive evolution evolves programs by removing unnecessary instructions which do not affect the calculation result. As shown in Table 6, the problems except Boolean2 include some number of unnecessary instructions, and removing these instructions can decrease the program size. This
evolution can be easily achieved because it can decreases
the program size by not affecting the calculation result, i.e.,
not decreasing fitness. Regarding Arithmetic1, Arithmetic2,
and Boolean1, since programs that size is respectively 44,
18, and 36 are easily generated by only removing unnecessary instructions, all GPs accomplish 100% success rate, but
one trial of (µ + λ)-GP in Arithmetic1.
Multi-step non-destructive evolution Multi-step nondestructive evolution generates small size programs by replacing several instructions with one or a few instructions.
Examples of observed evolutions are shown in Fig. 3. In
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(a) Arithmetic1
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Table 6: The initial program size and the number of unnecessary instructions in each problem
initial program # of unnecessary
size
instructions
Problem type
Arithmetic1
62
18
Arithmetic2
25
7
Boolean1
41
5
Boolean2
26
0

R7 1
32
R6 1
R5 0

...
MOVWF
MOVLW
BSF
MOVF
...

R7 1
32
R6 5
R5 0

...
MOVWF R7 1
BSF
R6 5
NOP
R0 0
...

(a) An example in Arithmetic1
...
IORWF
MOVLW
MOVWF
MOVF
...

R0 1
1
R7 1
R1 0

...
IORWF
DECFSZ
MOVWF
MOVF
...

R0
R0
R7
R1

1
0
1
0

...
DECFSZ R0 0
MOVWF R7 1
MOVF R1 0
...

(b) An example in Boolean1

Figure 3: An example of multi-step non-destructive evolution
these figures, colored instructions are replaced with one instruction by using two genetic operations.
In Fig. 3, the left figure indicates a part of a program
before evolutions, while the center and the right ones indicate the change of instructions. The colored instructions
in the left figure substitutes a loop counter 32 to R6 register through the temporary register W . This process requires
two instructions, M OV LW which substitutes a literal to W
register and M OV W F which substitutes the value of W
register to any register. These two instructions are replaced
with BSF which sets 1 to any one bit of any register. In this
case BSF sets 1 to 5th bit of R6 register. This works just as
well as the previous two instructions, i.e., sets 32 to R6 register. While in Boolean1, a lot of examples are observed to
replace logical instructions (AN D, OR, and XOR) with
conditional branch instructions. In example of Fig. 3(b),
OR instruction (represented as IORW F ) is replaced with
DECF SZ instruction. DECF SZ instruction decrements
a register value and skip next instruction only if its result
is equal to 0. Such replacement of logical instructions with
branch instructions are often observed both of boolean problems, this is because most of boolean calculation can be calculated by using conditional branches.
Since multi-step non-destructive evolutions does not also
affect the calculation result in their evolution process, it is
possible to decrease the program size by sequential genetic
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Multi-step destructive evolution Although multi-step destructive evolution also generates small size programs by replacing several instructions with one or a few instructions
such as multi-step non-destructive evolution, the selection
probability of the program decreases in the process of evolution, i.e., fitness decreases or program size increases. It is
difficult to achieve this evolution because programs that are
in the process of evolution can be removed from the population before generating small size programs. Examples
are shown in Fig. 4, where colored instructions have same
meaning in previous figures.
In an example of Arithmetic1, shown in Fig 4(a), a loop
structure that calculates x4 with R4 register is overwritten by a loop to calculate x2 with R2 register. This loop
overwriting enables a program to simultaneously calculate
x2 + x4 with R2 register, and two instructions, M OV F and
ADDW F which calculate R0 ← R2 + R4(= x2 + x4 ),
at the end of the program becomes unnecessary which can
be removed from the program. An example of Arithmetic2
removes three instructions colored in Fig 4(b), which gets
same calculation result in different calculation process. Concretely, although a program calculates xy with combination
of bit shifting and adding before removing instructions, one
after evolution calculates it with only adding. In an example of Boolean2, a program into which two instructions,
BT F SC and IORW F , is added has same calculation result as before adding them, and four instructions, M OV F ,
AN DW F , M OV W F , and IORW F , can be removed because they become unnecessary instructions due to added
two instructions.
The common feature of these evolutions is that programs
in the process of evolution has either incorrect calculation result or large program size. In Arithmetic1, since a program
that only overwrites a loop structure includes two adding
process, it does not correctly calculate result and has low
fitness. In Arithmetic2, it is necessary to remove all of three
instructions simultaneously, and if at least one instruction
remains in the program, it cannot also calculate correct results. In Boolean2, if both of required two instructions are
added, the program can correctly calculate result, however,
its size increases. This feature results to decreases the selection probability of programs that are in the evolution process, and it becomes difficult to preserve such programs in
a population. Therefore, it is indispensable to maintain the
diversity of programs to achieve destructive evolution.
Multi-step destructive evolution is necessary to generate
programs that size is smaller than 43, 17, 23 in Arithmetic1,
Arithmetic2, and Boolean2, respectively. As results of Fig 2,
although such evolution can be achieved in TAGP, SGPs
can achieve in few trials. Particularly, SGPs never achieve
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...
MOVWF
MOVLW
MOVWF
MOVF
...

operations. In particular, programs that size is smaller than
36 in Boolean1 and ones that size is 24 in Boolean2 are generated through this evolution.
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R6
R0
R5
R7
R2
R2
R7
R6
16
R2
32
R6
R2
R5
R7
R4
R4
R7
R6
18
R0
R2
R0
R3
R0
R4
R0

1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

...
MOVWF
NOP
MOVF
BTFSC
ADDWF
RRF
RRF
DECFSZ
GOTO
MOVF
...
MOVLW
MOVWF
NOP
MOVF
BTFSC
ADDWF
RRF
RRF
DECFSZ
GOTO
ADDWF
MOVF
ADDWF
MOVF
ADDWF

R6
R0
R5
R7
R2
R2
R7
R6
16
R2
32
R6
R0
R5
R7
R2
R2
R7
R6
16
R0
R2
R0
R3
R0

...
MOVLW
MOVWF
NOP
MOVF
BTFSC
ADDWF
RRF
RRF
...

1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

32
R3
R0
R1
R4
R0
R0
R4

...
MOVWF
NOP
MOVF
ADDWF
RRF
...

1
0
0
0
1
1
1

R3
R0
R1
R0
R4

1
0
0
1
1

(b) An example in Arithmetic2
...
MOVWF
MOVF
ANDWF
MOVWF
DECFSZ
ANDWF
IORWF
MOVWF

1
0
1
0
1

R7
R2
R4
R0
R7
R8
R0
R8

...
MOVWF
MOVF
ANDWF
MOVWF
DECFSZ
ANDWF
IORWF
BTFSC
IORWF
MOVWF

1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

R7
R2
R4
R0
R7
R8
R0
R4
R2
R8

1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1

...
MOVWF
DECFSZ
ANDWF
BTFSC
IORWF
MOVWF

R7
R7
R8
R4
R2
R8

1
0
0
0
0
1

(c) An example in Boolean2

(a) An example in Arithmetic1

Figure 4: An example of multi-step destructive evolution

this evolution in Boolean2, this is because Boolean2 requires more than three steps to generate programs that size
is smaller than 23.
These results summarized in Table 7 reveal that SGPs
achieve single-step non-destructive evolution which is easier than other evolutions. They, additionally, achieve multistep non-destructive evolution in some trials. In contrast, it
is revealed that TAGP cannot only achieve multi-step nondestructive evolution at a higher rate than SGPs (particularly
in Boolean1), but also achieve destructive evolution which
cannot be achieved SGPs. This result indicates that TAGP
has higher evolution ability than SSGP and (µ + λ)-GP.

Discussion: diversity of programs
From the analyses of the program evolution, it is revealed
that the diversity of programs is required to achieve complex
program evolution. To confirm the diversity of programs in
three GP methods, we verify the relation between the average fitness and the standard deviation of the program size in
the memory/population of Arithmetic1 when a program that
size is 44 and does not include unnecessary instructions is
generated. Fig. 5 shows the scatter plot of the average fitness and the standard deviation of the program size for all
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standard deviation of program size

12

Table 7: Summary of program evolution analyses
non-destructive destructive
single-step
all GPs
all GPs
multi-step
TAGP
TAGP>SGPs

TAGP
SSGP
(µ+λ)-GP

10
8
6
4
2
0

0

20

40
60
80
average fitness in population/memory

100

Figure 5: A scatter plot of the average fitness and the standard deviation of the program size in the memory/population
of Arithmetic1
trials in Arithmetic1. In Fig. 5, the abscissa indicates the
average fitness, while the ordinate indicates the standard deviation of the program size. The red points show the result
of TAGP, the green points show the result of SSGP, while the
blue points show the result of (µ+λ)-GP. Note that the result
of Arithmetic1 is only shown, but same trends are verified in
other problems.
As shown in Fig. 5, it is indicated that both of SGPs have
high average fitness and low standard deviation of the program size. This means that all programs in the population
has very high fitness near the maximum, and also has similar program size. This result indicates that all programs are
very similar to each other and the diversity of programs is
very low. As mentioned in previous section, although the
diversity of programs is required to generate a program that
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Conclusion
To investigate the evolution ability of TAGP as GP using the
asynchronous evaluation, this paper compared TAGP with
two simple GP methods, steady-state GP (SSGP) and GP
using (µ + λ)-selection ((µ + λ)-GP) as GP using the synchronous evaluation. Intensive comparisons among three
GP methods were conducted in four computational problems to minimize the size of an actual assembly language
program.
We classify the evolution processes to two categories,
non-destructive evolution and destructive evolution depending on whether the evolution process affects calculation results or not. The experimental result has revealed that the
following implications: (1) TAGP has higher evolution ability than SSGP and (µ + λ)-GP, i.e., TAGP cannot only
achieve non-destructive evolution which is easy to be accomplished, but also achieve destructive evolution which
cannot be achieved by SSGP and (µ + λ)-GP; and (2) the diversity of the programs in TAGP can derive a high evolution
ability in comparison with SSGP and (µ + λ)-GP. In detail,
such diversity is indispensable to destructive evolution.
The following issues should be pursued in the near future:
(1) experiments on other problems such as classification, (2)
a comparison with other GP methods, (3) an improvement of
evolution ability of TAGP, and (4) a parallelization of TAGP.
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size is less than 44 with either evolution cases, the diversities of SGPs are very low. From this result, it is revealed
that it is difficult for SGPs to achieve multi-step destructive
evolution because enough diversity of programs cannot be
maintained.
While in TAGP, it is indicated that the average fitness is
not maximum but is higher than 50,which is the half of the
maximum fitness, and the standard deviation of the program
size is also high. This indicates that TAGP can maintain
lower fitness or larger size programs in the population, i.e.,
several kind of programs are maintained. From this result,
it is revealed that the high diversity of programs in TAGP
contributes to achieve multi-step destructive evolution. This
result advocates that TAGP have same feature of EAs using
the asynchronous evaluation to maintain proper diversity of
programs and to have high evolution ability.

